For a group G, we denote by m faithful .G/, the smallest dimension of a faithful complex representation of G. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field with ring of integers O and maximal ideal p. In this paper, we compute the precise value of m faithful .G/ when G is the Heisenberg group over O=p n . We then use the Weil representation to compute the minimal dimension of faithful representations of the group of unitriangular matrices over O=p n and many of its subgroups. By a theorem of Karpenko and Merkurjev ([7, Theorem 4.1]), our result yields the precise value of the essential dimension of the latter finite groups.
Introduction
For a given finite group G and a field K, let m faithful;K .G/ denote the least integer n such that G embeds into GL n .K/. Formally, if d denotes the degree of a G-representation . ; V / over K, then we define m faithful;K .G/ WD min ker D¹1º d :
(1.1)
Apart from its intrinsic interest, the question of computing or obtaining reasonable bounds for m faithful;K .G/ has found several applications. For example when G D G.F q /, where G is a Chevalley group, such bounds have proven to be useful in various combinatorial problems that have to do with the group expansion problem [1] . In contrast, in this paper, we are mostly concerned with situations in which G is a p-group. For such groups, m faithful;K .G/ is related to the theory of essential dimension of algebraic groups. The notion of essential dimension ed K .G/ of a finite group G over a field K was introduced by Buhler and Reichstein [2] . The integer ed K .G/ is equal to the smallest number of algebraically independent parameters required to define a Galois G-algebra over any field extension During the completion of this work, Mohammad Bardestani was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from the University of Ottawa. of K. Recently, Karpenko and Merkurjev [7] proved that the essential dimension of a p-group G over a field K containing a primitive pth root of unity is equal to m faithful;K .G/. For brevity of the exposition, we will always assume that K D C (and hence drop the subscript K), though some of our results extend in a straightforward way to arbitrary fields that contain enough roots of unity.
In order to state the results, let us set some notation. Throughout this paper F will denote a non-Archimedean local field with discrete valuation . We will denote the associated ring of integers by O, the unique maximal ideal of O by p, and the associated residue field by F q , where q D p f , and we call f the absolute inertia degree of F . Moreover, the number e D .p/ is called the absolute ramification index of F . We remark that for the local field F q ..T //, we have e D .p/ D 1:
Our first theorem gives an explicit formula for the dimension of the smallest faithful representation of the Heisenberg group over a large class of rings. where f is the absolute inertia degree, e is the absolute ramification index, and q is the size of the residue field of F .
For n D 1 and O D Z p , this theorem was previously known [4, Section 2]. However, the generalization to arbitrary n and O requires a few new ideas. One reason is that unlike the case n D 1 and O D Z p , in general the center of the group Heis 2kC1 .O=p n / is not a cyclic subgroup, and hence the faithful representation of minimal dimension is not necessarily irreducible. Therefore, one cannot easily infer the minimal dimension of faithful representations of this group from the character table. In order to compute m faithful .Heis 2kC1 .O=p n //, we have to carefully analyze the characters of arbitrary representations of this group.
To wit, we will first have to classify all irreducible representations of Heisenberg groups. This can be done by applying the celebrated Stone-von Neumann Theorem. As it turns out, this method works nicely for finite quotient rings of unramified extensions of p-adic fields. Indeed, in this case one can concretely compute the polarizing subgroups of the generic characters. This does not seem to be easy for finite quotient rings of ramified extensions and the Stone-von Neumann Theorem is no longer applicable. Instead, we will directly apply the "Mackey machine" to classify all irreducible representations of Heisenberg groups.
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By invoking the Weil representation along with Theorem 1.1, we will also compute m faithful .U k .O=p n //, where U k .O=p n / Â GL k .O=p n / is the group of unitriangular matrices with entries in O=p n . Theorem 1.2. Let Heis 2kC1 .O=p n / Â G Â U kC2 .O=p n / be a group and assume that char.O=p/ ¤ 2. Then m faithful .G/ D m faithful .Heis 2kC1 .O=p n //:
For some other classes of two-step nilpotent groups, one can also use the Stone-von Neumann Theorem to give a different (and short) proof of the following result, which was obtained previously by Meyer For some semidirect products, the minimal dimension of faithful representations can be computed by the following proposition whose proof is fairly simple (see Section 6). Proposition 1.4. Let H be a finite group acting (by group automorphisms) on a cyclic group C D hai of order p n , where p is a prime number and n 1. Let Ha denote the H -orbit of the generator a 2 C . Then m faithful .C Ì H / jHaj:
It is worth noting that if C is not cyclic, m faithful .C Ì H / could be much smaller than the size of a typical H -orbit. For instance, let C be the direct product of n copies of the group Z=2Z and let H D S n be the symmetric group on n letters acting on C by permuting the factors. It is easy to see that signed permutation matrices provide a faithful n-dimensional representation of the group C Ì H , whereas typical H -orbits have size around n n=2 , which is clearly much larger than n. However, for some spacial semidirect products involving the (non-cyclic) additive group of O=p n , we can still give some explicit bounds. For a commutative ring R, we will write Aff.R/ for the affine group R Ì R , where R , the group of units of R, acts by multiplication on the additive group .R; C/. Theorem 1.5. With the above notation we have m faithful .Aff.O=p n // D q n q n 1 : Remark 1.6. For a finite field F q , char.F q / ¤ 2, let Ã be a faithful one-dimensional representation of the cyclic group F q 2 and let D Ã be the corresponding cuspidal representation of GL 2 .F q / of dimension q 1. Using an explicit computation of the character of (see [10, Section 22] ) one can see that .g/ D q 1 if and only if g is the identity matrix. This shows that is a faithful representation of GL 2 .F q / (see Lemma 6.2) and so m faithful .GL 2 .F q // Ä q 1. But from Theorem 1.5 we also know that m faithful .GL 2 .F q // q 1. Hence m faithful .GL 2 .F q // D q 1. Moreover, from Theorem 1.5 we have m faithful .GL 2 .O=p n // q n q n 1 . It is of interest to know how sharp this bound is. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will set some notation and gather some information about the representation theory of additive groups. In Section 3, we analyze faithful representations of p-groups and state a verion of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem that will be used later. Section 4 and Section 5 are devoted to the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Finally, we will present the proof of Theorem 1.5 in Section 6.
Preliminary
In this section we set some notation which will be used throughout this paper. We also recall some basic facts about local fields that can be found in [9, 12] .
Notation
Let G be a group with the identity element 1. If x; y 2 G, then the commutator of x and y is denoted by OEx; y WD xyx 1 y 1 . The center and the commutator subgroup of G will be denoted, respectively, by Z.G/ and OEG; G. For a p-group G, we write 1 .G/ WD ¹g 2 G W g p D 1º. The Pontryagin dual of an abelian group A, i.e., Hom.A; C /, will be denoted by b A. Evidently, when A is an elementary abelian p-group, b A is canonically a Z=pZ-vector space. We will use the shorthand e.x/ WD exp.2 ix/. We will denote vectors by boldface letters. Finally, let H Ä G be a subgroup and assume that W H ! GL.V / is a representation. An extension of to G is a representation Q W G ! GL.V / such that Q j H D .
Additive characters of quotient rings of local fields
A non-Archimedean local field is a complete field with respect to a discrete valuation that has a finite residue field. By the well-known classification of local fields, any non-Archimedean local field is isomorphic to a finite extension of Q p (p is a prime number) or is isomorphic to the field of formal Laurent series F q ..T // 593 over a finite field with q D p f elements [12, Chapter II, . For a non-Archimedean local field F with discrete valuation , we will denote its ring of integers, its unique prime ideal and its residue field by O, p and F q respectively. We will also fix a uniformizer, denoted by $ . For any integer m 2 Z, write p m WD ¹x 2 F W .x/ mº. We have thus the following filtration of F :
For all m 2 Z, there exists a natural isomorphism of additive groups
Set R WD O=p n . An additive character W R ! C is called primitive if ker does not contain a non-zero ideal of R. Note that a primitive character exists, or else all characters of R would come from R=a, for some ideal a, and a counting argument shows this is not possible.
Fix a primitive character
a is a surjective group homomorphism, we deduce that the mapˆ2
is a group isomorphism. Notice that Ann.p m =p n / D p .n m/ =p n , and so we obtain the following lemma.
for a unique b C p .n m/ =p n 2 .O=p n /=.p .n m/ =p n / Š O=p n m . In particular, 2 p m =p n Š O=p .n m/ :
Faithful representations of some p-groups
In this section after reviewing some basic facts on central characters of faithful representations of p-group and recalling the Stone-von Neumann Theorem, we compute the minimal dimension of faithful representations of two-step nilpotent p-groups with a cyclic commutator subgroup.
Central characters of faithful representations of p-groups
Let A be a finite abelian group. We denote the minimal number of generators of A by d.A/. For an exact sequence of abelian groups 0 ! A 1 ! A ! A 2 ! 0, we have the following inequalities:
The number of invariant factors of A will be denoted by d 0 .A/. A direct consequence of the elementary divisor theory is the
Now for a given faithful representation W A ! GL m .C/, by decomposing into irreducible representations and applying (3.1), we get
Hence for a finite abelian group A we have m faithful .A/ D d.A/ D d 0 .A/. We will summarize these in the following lemma:
Let E be a finite elementary abelian p-group with the canonical Z=pZ-vector space structure. One can easily verify that every one-dimensional representation We recall the following simple lemma. The following observation, due to Meyer and Reichstein [8] , will play a crucial role in computing the dimension of minimal faithful representations of p-groups. 
Since is a faithful representation and r D d 0 .Z.H //, we have n r. Furthermore, T n i D1 ker i D ¹1º, since is faithful. Hence from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and the minimality of dim. / we conclude that n D r and the set
As an immediate application of Lemma 3.5, we obtain the following result which provides an upper bound for the minimal dimension of a faithful representation of any p-group. This upper bound is sharp for Heis 2kC1 .Z=p n Z/ according to Theorem 1.1 in the special case O D Z p . Proof. Let be a faithful representation with minimal dimension. Then we have the irreducible decomposition
where r D d 0 .Z.H // D m faithful .Z.H //. The inequality will now follow from the fact that the dimension of any irreducible representation of H is at most OEH W A (see [11, Section 3.1, Corollary] ).
The following technical lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 3.7. Let C be an abelian p-group with a cyclic subgroup B. Then C has r D d.C / one-dimensional representations 1 ; : : : ; r such that ker. 1 
Proof. Assume r 2 and B ¤ ¹1º, as otherwise the lemma is obvious. Since B is a cyclic subgroup and the restriction map b C ! b B is surjective, C admits a onedimensional representation 1 such that ker. 1 / \ B D ¹1º. Set K D ker. 1 /. We show that d 0 .K/ D r 1. In fact, since C =K is a cyclic group, d 0 .K/ is either r or r 1. In the case d 0 .K/ D r, the natural Z=pZ-linear map i W 1 .K/ ,! 1 .C / must be an isomorphism, which is impossible since K \ B D ¹1º and B has a nontrivial element of order p. Therefore we have d 0 .KB=B/ D r 1. Using this lemma we prove the following result. 
is a faithful representation of H of dimension OEH W A C r 1. The faithfulness follows from the fact that the restriction of to Z.H / is faithful.
Stone-von Neumann Theorem
Let us first recall a version of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem that will be used in this paper. It is worth mentioning that the Stone-von Neumann Theorem holds in a much broader setting [6] , but this more general theorem will not be needed here. 
. For the proof of the following theorem we refer the reader to [3, Section 4.1]. Theorem 3.9 (Stone-von Neumann Theorem). Let H be a finite two-step nilpotent group, and let be a generic character of its center Z.H /. Then there exists a unique isomorphism class of irreducible representations of H with central character . Such a representation may be constructed as follows: choose any polarizing subgroup A of H , and let Q be any extension of to A. Then Ind H A . Q / will be such a representation.
Now let be a one-dimensional representation of the center Z.H / such that ker. / \ OEH; H D ¹1º. Then it is easy to see that is generic and any maximal abelian subgroup of H is a polarizing subgroup. Therefore we have the following corollary of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem. We also need the following lemma: :
Representations of Heisenberg groups
We record two basic identities:
We will also make use of the following subgroups of H : It is easy to see that A is a maximal abelian subgroup of H , H D A Ì L and Z is the center of H . We identify the center of Heis 2kC1 .R/ with R in the obvious way. We will need the following simple inequality later. Lemma 4.1. Let a 0 ; : : : ; a m 1 be non-negative real numbers with P m 1 i D0 a i D m, and assume that for any 0 Ä i Ä m 1 we have a i C C a m 1 Ä m i . Then for any decreasing sequence x 0
x m 1 , we have
Now we recall briefly the little group method. For a more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to [11, Section 8.2] . Let H D Heis 2kC1 .O=p n /. Then (ii) If Â s; and Â s 0 ; 0 are isomorphic, then s D s 0 and is isomorphic to 0 .
(iii) Every irreducible representation of H is isomorphic to one of the Â s; .
Recall that W O=p n ! C is our fixed primitive character. Then from Lemma 2.1, any element in the character group b A is of the form This means that for all x 2 .O=p n / k we have .bxy T / D 1:
Since b 2 .p i =p n / n .p i C1 =p n / and is primitive, we must have .0; y; 0/ 2 .p .n i/ =p n / k :
which has q ik elements. Let F be a p-adic field with absolute ramification index e (see Section 1). Then pO D p e and hence for n e we have O=p n˝Z Z=pZ D O=p e . When n < e, we have O=p n˝Z Z=pZ D O=p n . In both cases,
where D min¹n; eº. For the local field F q ..T // we obviously have O=p n˝Z Z=pZ D O=p n : Lemma 4.7. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field with the absolute ramification index e and the absolute inertia degree f . For each n 1, we have Using this we now construct a faithful representation of Heis 2kC1 .O=p n /.
Lemma 4.8. The group Heis 2kC1 .O=p n / has a faithful representation of dimension P 1 i D0 f q k.n i/ , where f is the absolute inertia degree, e is the absolute ramification index, and D min¹n; eº.
Proof. Let ! 1 ; : : : ; ! f be units in O such that ¹! 1 C p; : : : ; ! f C pº forms a basis for O=p over Z=pZ. Define
where D min¹n; eº. Set b 0 ij WD b ij C p n . Thus the set ¹ b 0 ij º contains exactly f elements of the level j for each 0 Ä j Ä 1. Using Theorem 4.2, we can construct an irreducible representation Â ij of H with the central character b 0 ij . Notice that 1 .O=p n / D p n =p n and so by Lemma 2.1,
is a group isomorphism and hence is a Z=pZ-vector space isomorphism. It is easy to verify that the set
s a basis for the Z=pZ-vector space O=p , and therefore from the Z=pZ-isomorphism (4.3) we can conclude that the restrictions of 
be the central character of Â s i ; i . From Lemma 3.5, we know that
is a basis for the Z=pZ-vector space O=p . For each 0 Ä i Ä 1, the dimension of p i =p over Z=pZ is . i/f . Therefore the number of elements in the basis (4.4) with level at least i is at most . i /f . For 0 Ä i Ä 1, let˛i denote the number of elements in the set (4.4) which are of level i . Then
From Corollary 4.6 we conclude that the dimension of is P 1 i D0˛i q k.n i/ . Now by applying Lemma 4.1 (for a i D˛i =f and m D 1), we find that the dimension of the representation is at least P 1 i D0 f q k.n i/ . Lemma 4.8 completes the proof.
Weil representation and proof of Theorem 1.2
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Set R D O=p n and assume that char.O=p/ ¤ 2. Let U k .R/ Â GL k .R/ denote the group of unitriangular matrices. It is easy to see that Heis 2kC1 .R/ is a normal subgroup of U kC2 .R/ and U kC2 .R/ D Heis 2kC1 .R/ Ì U k .R/. We also remark that Z.U kC2 .R// is equal to Z.Heis 2kC1 .R//. The Heisenberg group Heis 2kC1 .R/ may be realized as follows. Let V D R k R k be a finite and free R-module. Define the symplectic form h.x 1 ; y 1 /; .
The Heisenberg group is defined as
The symplectic group Proof. Clearly, we have p n i =p n Â a b . Now let x 2 a b . Then for any s 2 O=p n we have .bxs/ D 1. Since the level of b is i and is primitive, it follows that x 2 p n i =p n .
We are ready to state the existence of the Schrödinger representation. For the symplectic form (5.1) we can compute the dimension of the Schrödinger representation precisely. Proof. From Lemma 5.1 we now that a b D p n i =p n . Then (5.1) shows that V .a b / D p n i =p n k p n i =p n k : 
Since the Weil representation is linear, from equation (5.2) we can deduce that the Schrödinger representation b can be extended to H.V / Ì Sp.V / by mapping .h; g/ to b .h/ Q b .g/. We will spend the rest of this section proving Theorem 1.2. We are ready to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We will prove m faithful .Heis 2kC1 .O=p n // D m faithful .U kC2 .O=p n //: 
Representations of affine groups
In this section we record some elementary results on faithful representations of affine groups. We first recall the character formula of the induced representation. We also recall that for n complex numbers z 1 ; : : : ; z n 2 C with jz j j Ä 1 for 1 Ä j Ä n, the equality z 1 C C z n D n forces all z j to be equal to 1. From this fact it is easy to prove the following lemma. Lemma 6.2. Let G be a finite group and let W G ! GL.V / be a representation with character . Then ker. / D ¹g 2 G W .g/ D .1/º.
Using these lemmas we have: Lemma 6.3. Let A be a finite abelian group, and suppose that the finite group H acts on A. Let be a one-dimensional representation of A with the property that for any 0 ¤ a 2 A, there exists an element h 0 2 H such that .h 0 a/ ¤ 1. Then WD Ind AÌH A . / is a faithful representation of A Ì H . In particular, if A is a cyclic group, then m faithful .A Ì H / Ä jH j.
